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Staff “FUN!” Box
Claire “FUN!” Anderson, Managing Editor

Caroline "FUN!” Lopez, Junior Editor
Caroline “FUN!” Concannon, Junior Editor

Carter “FUN!” Seipel, Sophomore Editor
Mick “FUN!" Smith, Head Writer
Lauren “FUN!” Ehlers, Senior Writer

Brin "FUN!” Glass, Junior Write
Griffin "FUN!” Conley, Junior Writer

Ella "FUN!” Buzas, Foreign Correspondent
Selah “FUN!” Griffin, Foreign Correspondent

Micah “FUN!" Stromsoe DeLorenzo, Foreign Correspondent
Emmy “FUN!” Ayad, Foreign Correspondent

Tatum "FUN!" Thomas, Junior Writer
Christine "FUN!” Trueh, Sophomore Writer

Leah "FUN!" Jackson, Sophomore Writer
Eleanor "FUN!" Mason, Freshman Writer

Lucy "FUN!" Dale, Freshman Writer

There's a 
correct 

winner...
FYI.

Caroline Concannon,
SurroundedA CAPELLA FORMAL RUNDOWN

Tonight is going to be the best night of my life. And yours. A capella formal has historically 
been the greatest night of the year on campus, and tonight will be no exception. This function 
has everything: three groups singing three different songs at once, a singular streamer that 
brushes up the whole front of your face as you enter the doorway, and a spilled bag of Smart-
food scattered across the floor. 

Come on down to Lamson Lodge and see the eclectic cast of characters who you will never 
see interact outside of this one event confined in this glorious space. Each year truly brings a 
"one night only" experience that you won't want to miss. The evening will feature one Spotify 
playlist run by someone who cares wayyyy too much about the success of the night. Everyone 
will have an opinion on the entire aux layout but will be allowed "just one song for the queue". 
The maximum limit of Kyle Gordon sing alongs will be zero. Prepare for at least two showtunes 
considering the Eisner overlap. Hope you like Wicked!

Please don't even think twice about your fit. You have access to a true range of clothing options. 
Hilltoppers will step out of their comfort zone by doning navy blazers, white button downs, 
red ties, khakis, and boat shoes. They keep on breaking that mold! The classy women of LNO 
will be sure to elevate their looks by exclusively rocking their nice black dresses. If you want to 
dress within the inside joke of DuWop's dress code, please reach out to Music Director Megan 
Barker immediately. Prepare for a response that you could never in your life prepare for. That's 
her specialty.

If you're stressed about cliques, don't be! Here at a cappella formal, they shape up naturally so 
you won't even have to lift a finger. Big egos will hang in the kitchen and chill singers in the 
sunroom. Those who question quitting every week will be smoking on the patio for approxi-
mately the entire duration of the formal. 

If you get thirsty, the passionate designated event planners will have you covered. Trust that 
there will be plenty of Sunny D bottles and flat Sprite cans on the non-popcorn covered corner 
of the floor.  Unfortunately, coat check (the cabinets of the kitchen) will not take Mypurmist 
steamers after last years humidity issue. We all know how quickly those Lamson windows fog 
up! But don't worry--the group "dreaders" on the patio are more than happy to share. The Lost 
Mary count will be in the high fifties, so you should have an option to alleviate your vocal 
health concerns everywhere you turn.

Luckily for Campo, this is the one party of the year that they won't have to be ordering any 
window replacements after. In fact, the only clean up needed will be of the immense social and 
emotional damage done within each group after the night's conclusion. Presidents: I'm sending 
you allllll the love and wishing you the very best. 

Pitch for next year: silent disco? Any group members can feel free to reach out to me for more 
perfect ideas. 


